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Carleton Heights & Area Residents Association

Carleton Heights and Area is defined in the official city plan as
the area bounded:
To the north by the Central Experimental Farm;
To the east by the Rideau River and by the Rideau Canal;
To the west by Fisher Avenue;
To the south by the intersection of Prince of Wales Drive and
Fisher Avenue.
Carleton Square, Courtland Park and Riverview are all part of
this wonderful Community.

Local context
Predominantly developed in the 1950s,
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Our community has rural arterial roads, and narrow
streets (e.g., 25-28ft wide), with no areas for
permanent on-street parking and no sidewalks.
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Many bus routes that used to serve the community no
longer run. Among the bus routes that remain, buses
run less frequently and unreliably.
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Water, sewers, stormwater and collection systems are
ageing, having remained largely the same from the
original development.
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Large streams flow underneath residents’ homes and
standing water is commonplace. Poorly maintained
drainage ditches, culverts and catch basins barely
manage peak water flows during spring thaw or heavy
rainfall events.

Baseline Road August 1956, City of Ottawa Archives CA40149

Our association supports intensification as a key tool for the
City to respond to new challenges and opportunities.
However, we believe adjustments are required to ensure the City
safeguards the health and safety of our residents given the
levels of intensification proposed under the New Official Plan.

No transit projects and no vehicle spaces create health and safety hazards for residents
• The City of Ottawa confirms there is no timeline
or funding for a transit project in our area.
• With recent infill development, residents’
vehicles permanently and illegally take up space
on our narrow streets. (e.g., 25-28 feet wide).
• Without designated pathways, moving and
parked vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists
compete for space on our streets.
• With traffic congestion, vehicles get backed up
and block larger streets designated as ‘corridors’.
Near accidents have occurred. In winter, services
cannot access the neighbourhood.

Reduced safety and access for vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists in Carleton Heights
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Lack of adequate public transit reduces affordability and accessibility of our community
• Our community used to be served by many more
transit routes, many have been cancelled – including
the 3, 13, 113, and 175. Bus routes 88 and 118 run
less frequently, are often cancelled or run late. The
111 route often fails to stop.
• Students and low-income families, including those
served by the Debra Dynes Family House, rely on
public transit to get to work. Commutes can be 1-1.5
hours twice a day, even longer when overfilled buses
fail to stop.
• Residents who rely on public transportation to try
and meet their basic needs are the most affected those who can afford second and third vehicles
resort to paid or illegal parking on City streets.
Public transit is less frequent, more unreliable in Carleton Heights

• With these transit deficiencies, the N.O.P. decreases
the affordability of living in our community.
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Unchecked intensification replaces our Secondary Plan and destabilizes our infrastructure
• Infrastructure capacity is currently “based on the
present (1980s) zoning.”
• City data and third-party reports provide conflicting
assessments of the quality, capacity, and even flow
directions of water, sewer and stormwater services
serving Carleton Heights.
• Infrastructure upgrades for water systems
(stormwater, wastewater and drinking water) are
needed to support intensification. Failures cause
damage to public and private property and
unplanned, expensive repairs.
• The Provincial Policy Statement requires that the City
of Ottawa ensures the infrastructure and public
service facilities are available, appropriate for, and
efficiently used for expansion to occur.

Water main needs repair in Carleton Heights (2020)
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Rivers and climate change demand improved water management, not privatization
• Huge ravines collect stormwater, and other contaminants,
that flow out of our community into the Rideau/Canal.
• Without municipal storm sewers, the delayed release of
stormwater into yards and ditches can cause a rise in the
high local water table.
• With the spring thaw and the increased frequency of
heavy rainfall events with the effects of climate change,
water is problematic, creating health and safety hazards for
our residents, their properties and their homes.

Streams collect in ravines in Carleton Heights

• As per Provincial Policy, the N.O.P. for stormwater
management needs to integrate with sewage and water
services planning to ensure that systems are optimized,
feasible and financially viable over the long term; to
minimize erosion and changes in water balance, and to
prepare for the impacts of climate change.
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Motion
Under the Provincial Policy Statement (2020) and the Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, Chapter P.13 and
Under the New Official Plan Sections 2.2, 4.1 Mobility, 4.2 Housing and 5. Transects with subsections therein
Amend to require City-funded, independent, and comprehensive engineering reports and environmental assessment
reports to evaluate the viability of intensification, and to create valid, reliable data before considering applications to build
structures above:






20 storeys along “Mainstreet Corridors” within the Outer Urban Transects (see 5.3.3(3));
3 storeys along “Minor Corridors” within Outer Urban Transects (see 5.3.4(4)); and
3 storeys in the “neighbourhoods” within Outer Urban transects (see 5.3.4(1)).

Rationale
CHARA cannot support the N.O.P. in its current form as it neglects the infrastructure and services needed for the health
and safety of our residents – particularly those most vulnerable. The City of Ottawa has not met their obligations for the
health and safety of our residents, nor sustainable intensification. Current infill and the N.O.P. targets for intensification fail
to meet the intentions and obligations of the Provincial Policy Statement and the Planning Act. As the standards for
health, safety and infrastructure requirements have not remained in force for the residents in our community, we ask
Members to support this motion for evidence-based planning decisions.

Our hope is that we can work together to ensure the New
Official Plan advances the shared interests of our
communities and those of the City more broadly.
Thank you.

